ABSTRACT

Analyze is learning activities reading that produces a certain work based on the observation. Report the observation is text that contains description common regarding something based on the result of observations. Method double loop problem solving manner or learning strategy by collecting information. Students independently can observe or seeing information own around the school. With respect to that, writers to that, writers are interested in learning research on producing text report of the observation by using method double loop problem solving in country grade X-SMK MedikaCom.

Draft problems that writer ask is; 1) could writer plot; discharge, and judge learning producing text report the observation by using method double loop problem solving on grade X SMK MedikaCom? 2) Could the students of class X SMK Medikacom analyze the text of the report on the observation in accordance with the structure of the text, linguistic characteristics and rules of writing texts appropriate observation report. 3) Effective Double Loop Problem Solving method used in the study analyzes the text reports the results of observations in class X SMK MedikaCom academic year 2016/2017?

This study aims to determine the ability of the author, the ability of students, and the accuracy of the method of double loop learning problem solving in the text of the report analyzing the results of observations in class X TKJ SMK MedikaCom. The authors deduce hypotheses are: 1) The author is able to plan, implement, and assess learning analyzing text of the report on the observation by using the double loop method of problem solving among students of class X SMK Medikacom Bandung. 2) Students of class X SMK Medikacom able to analyze the text of the report on the observation with the structure of the text, linguistic characteristics, and writing conventions text of the report on the observation. 3) Method of problem solving double loop learning effectively used in analyzing the text of the report on the observation in class X SMK Medikacom.

Method research writer use was experimental methods with engineering research study pustaka, observation, trial, test, and engineering analysis. As for her research as follows.

1. The author is able to plan, implement, and assess learning analyze the text of the report on the observation by using the double loop method of problem solving in class X-TKJ SMK MedikaCom. This is evidenced from the results of the planning and implementation 3.80 3.75.

2. Grade X-TKJ SMK MedikaCom able to analyze the text of the report on the observation with the structure of the text, linguistic characteristics, and writing conventions text of the report on the observation. It is evident from the average pretest score is 29.4 and the average post-test score is 75.2. So, there was an increase of 45.8, equivalent to 18.3%.

3. The double-loop problem solving method appropriately used in study analyzing the text of the report on the observation in class X-TKJ SMK MedikaCom. This is evident from the results of statistical calculations with the results $t_{count} \geq t_{table} 2.34$ at 95% confidence level, and at 24 db.

Based on these facts, the authors conclude that the author did learning is successful. Keywords: Learning, analyzing the text of the report on the observation, the structure of the text, linguistic characteristics, rules writing text, method double loop problem solving.